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Two-dimensional second-order topological superconductors host zero-dimensional Majorana bound states at
their boundaries. In this work, focusing on rotation-invariant crystalline topological superconductors, we establish a bulk-boundary correspondence linking the presence of such Majorana bound states to bulk topological
invariants introduced by Benalcazar et al. We thus establish when a topological crystalline superconductor protected by rotational symmetry displays second-order topological superconductivity. Our approach is based on
stacked Dirac Hamiltonians, using which we relate transitions between topological phases to the transformation
properties between adjacent gapped boundaries. We find that in addition to the bulk rotational invariants, the
presence of Majorana boundary bound states in a given geometry depends on the interplay between weak topological invariants and the location of the rotation center relative to the lattice. We provide numerical examples
for our predictions and discuss possible extensions of our approach.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The topological classification of phases of matter is one of
the cornerstones of modern condensed-matter physics [1–3].
Depending on their dimensionality and the presence of antiunitary symmetries, gapped noninteracting Hamiltonians may
fall into topologically distinct sectors characterized by sets
of topological invariants. Crystalline symmetries enrich the
classification of topological insulators and superconductors,
giving rise to a wider class of materials, so-called crystalline
topological insulators [4–12]. The interplay of crystalline and
antiunitary symmetries makes the topological classification a
challenging task, as there are for example 230 space groups
in three dimensions, allowing for a plethora of symmetryprotected topological phases partially characterized by various symmetry indicators [4, 10–18].
One main goal of the symmetry classification of topological insulators and superconductors is to establish a correspondence between the invariants defined in the bulk and in-gap
states that arise at the surfaces [19–21]. In crystalline topological insulators, this bulk-boundary correspondence links the
bulk invariants to gapless modes at surfaces that respect the
underlying spatial symmetries [4–6].
Spatial symmetries may also give rise to so-called higherorder topological insulators and superconductors. These
phases have gapped boundaries, but host “higher-order boundary modes”: gapless boundary-excitations of codimension
greater than one, e.g., bound to their hinges or corners [22–
25]. Higher-order topological phases have been studied in
systems protected by order-two symmetries (e.g., reflection
and inversion symmetry [22–24, 26–28]), rotational invariance [25, 29, 30], and combinations of the above [31–33].
Gapless hinge and corner excitations may also appear in interacting models [34, 35], Floquet phases [36, 37] and can coexist with gapless surface states [38]. Higher-order topology
does not necessarily rely on an underlying regular lattice [39],
but can be also found in quasicrystals respecting certain spatial symmetries [40, 41]. Corner modes have been found
experimentally in various metamaterials, including phononic

lattices [42], engineered electronic lattices [43], topolectrical [44] and microwave circuits [45]. Strong experimental
evidence further suggests the existence of hinge modes in bismuth [33].
In higher-order topological phases, the presence and robustness of boundary modes depends on how the underlying spatial symmetries transform the degrees of freedom of neighboring surfaces into another. This raises the question of how
to relate this transformation of neighboring surfaces to topological invariants defined in the bulk. Establishing this relationship amounts to deriving a bulk-boundary correspondence
in a manner that keeps the role of the defining symmetries
transparent. This has been the guiding principle behind recent
work relating symmetry indicators to higher-order boundary
modes in insulators [46, 47], and it has also been a key element
in the work of Trifunovic and Brouwer establishing the bulkboundary correspondence for higher-order topological phases
with order-two symmetries in the absence of weak (i.e., lower
dimensional) invariants [27, 28]. Here we describe how such
a bulk-boundary correspondence program can be carried out
beyond these cases, focusing on two-dimensional (2D) crystalline superconductors with n-fold rotational symmetry (i.e.,
Cn symmetry), and allowing for nonvanishing weak invariants. Establishing a link between edge transformation properties and bulk invariants provides an illuminating perspective
complementary to counting arguments based on bulk defect
classifications [13, 14], and gives results consistent with examples based on very recent extensions of symmetry indicators to the superconducting classes [48, 49].
Our approach is based on an effective description in terms
of stacked Dirac models [15, 46]. Using this, we show that
rotational invariance dictates a relationship between adjacent
surfaces and that this may give rise to protected second-order
boundary modes in the form of Majorana bound states. We express this bulk-boundary correspondence in terms of the bulk
invariants for rotationally symmetric crystalline superconductors developed in Ref. 14 and an additional contribution signifying the combined effects of weak topological invariants
and the physical rotation center. While our considerations are
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general, for the purposes of a detailed exposition we will be
focusing on C4 -symmetric systems: of the C2 , C3 , C4 , and C6
symmetries possible in 2D crystals, the C4 -symmetric case is
the one displaying the richest combination of stacked Dirac
and second-order topological superconducting features. (We
shall comment on applying our methods to the other cases in
the Appendices.) To demonstrate the validity of our stacked
Dirac approach, we also illustrate our results on several concrete lattice models.
In what follows, for brevity we shall refer to the second
order Majorana bound states we find as corner modes, even
though rotational symmetry does not, strictly speaking, require them to be at the geometrical corners of the system:
Their position can be moved in a rotation-symmetric manner
e.g., by adding suitable Kitaev chains to the boundary [13, 25].
However, such a deformation merely shifts the Majorana
bound states around the boundary without altering their position relative to each other and, as such, it cannot gap out the
Majoranas. In what follows, the term corner mode should thus
be understood up to such Kitaev chain deformations.
This paper is organized as follows: After briefly summarizing the symmetry classification of rotationally invariant superconductors [14] in Sec. II, we introduce our stacked Dirac
model based approach in Sec. III. We present an effective edge
theory and consider the most general mass terms that gap out
the edge modes. To relate the bulk description to the boundaries, we relate the topologically distinct rotation properties
of the boundary mass term to the bulk invariants in Sec. IV.
We show some explicit examples in Sec. V and conclude in
Sec. VI. In the Appendices, we clarify the role of the unit cell
and explicitly derive the edge Hamiltonian, as well as outline
how this approach is applied to C2 and C6 symmetry.
II.

FIG. 1. The Brillouin zone for C4 -symmetric models. There are two
fourfold fixed points labeled Γ and M, and two twofold fixed points
X and X0 that transform into each other upon a fourfold rotation.
The shaded region indicates the fundamental domain that generates
the entire BZ.

FIG. 2. The rotation eigenvalues for C2 and C4 symmetry, respectively. The PH operator relates complex conjugate pairs of rotation
eigenvalues (while also switching between positive and negative energy bands).

BULK TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

We work with 2D topological crystalline superconductors in class D. These are particle-hole (PH) symmetric systems which admit an effectively single-particle Bogoliubovde-Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian. Working in momentum space
and denoting this BdG Hamiltonian by H(k) at momentum k
in the Brillouin zone (BZ), PH symmetry is given by
ΞH(k)Ξ−1 = −H(−k),

(1)

where Ξ is an antiunitary operator satisfying Ξ2 = +1.
The presence of an additional n-fold rotational symmetry
Cn allows for a richer topological classification [14, 18, 29]
than if the only symmetry was PH symmetry. We now review the classification scheme devised by Benalcazar et al. for
classifying crystalline superconductors with rotational symmetry [14]. This scheme was an early example of a symmetry indicator approach to classifying crystalline topological
phases, which is to use the symmetry representations of occupied bands at high symmetry points in the BZ [4, 13, 16, 17].
The rotational symmetry of the model is expressed through
the relation
rn H(k)rn† = H(Rn k),

(2)

where rn is an n-fold rotation operator obeying rnn = −1 and
Rn is the SO(2) matrix for n-fold rotations in the 2D plane.
Since rn conserves charge, it commutes with the PH symmetry
operator [Ξ, rn ] = 0 [14]. (There are some subtleties to this
statement if Cooper pairs have nonzero angular momentum,
which we discuss in Appendix C 3.) The rnn = −1 requirement
comes from the fact that rn is a single particle operator acting
on a particle with half-odd-integer spin (a fermion), for which
a Berry phase of −1 is acquired under a full 2π rotation. Since
these are crystalline superconductors, the BZ contains certain
high-symmetry points (HSPs) Π(n) , which are invariant under
rotation Rn Π(n) = Π(n) up to a reciprocal lattice vector. At
these points, the rotational symmetry is simply [rn , H(Π(n) )] =
0, and as such the momentum eigenstates can be chosen as
eigenstates of the rotation operator. This allows us to label
each state at Π(n) with its rotation eigenvalue
iπ(2p−1)/n
Π(n)
,
p =e

for p = 1, 2, . . . n.

(3)

For example, in a C4 -symmetric BZ (shown in Figure 1), there
are both fourfold and twofold fixed points, whose rotation
eigenvalues are shown in Figure 2.
We now outline how these rotation eigenvalues are used to
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topologically classify gapped superconductors in two dimensions. We start by defining a trivial superconductor as one that
can be connected to a superconductor in the atomic limit without closing the gap and while respecting the same crystalline
and PH symmetries throughout. Here the ‘atomic limit’ is understood as a symmetry-respecting array of zero-dimensional
superconductors [49]. For crystal structures compatible with a
symmetric boundary, as we note is required for a generic bulkboundary correspondence (see Appendix A), a unit cell can
be chosen such that an atomic limit superconductor’s ground
state wave function has no momentum-dependent features.
With this more restricted definition of topological equivalence
(because it involves obeying an additional unitary symmetry),
the boundary between two inequivalent phases does not necessarily possess edge states, as we explore in this paper. For the
ground state wave function to have no momentum-dependent
features, the rotation eigenvalues of the negative energy states
(which, within the BdG description, are all occupied in the
ground state) must be the same at all HSPs in the BZ. This
motivates the definition of the topological invariants as
(n)
(n)
[Π(n)
p ] ≡ #Π p − #Γ p ,

(4)

where #Π(n)
p is the number of negative energy BdG bands with
eigenvalue Π(n)
p . Intuitively, these are chosen because occupancies of rotation eigenvalues will not change unless there is
a gap closing, and taking the difference relative to a reference
momentum [chosen as Γ in Eq. (4)] is required for the invariants to be stable under the addition of trivial bands. Under
this definition, a Cn -symmetric superconductor is topological
if [Π(n)
p ] is nonzero for any p.
A complete topological characterization requires establishing the set of independent [Π(n)
p ]. They are not all independent
because rotational symmetry constrains the rotation eigenvalues at Cn -related points in the BZ to be the same (e.g., the C2
eigenvalues of the C4 -related X and X0 in the fourfold case,
shown in Fig. 1). PH symmetry places further restrictions on
these invariants, since if the rotation eigenvalue of a state is
(n)∗
Π(n)
= Π(n)
p , its PH-conjugate state has eigenvalue Π p
n−p+1 .
That is to say, the number of occupied eigenvalues Π(n)
p is
(n)
equal to the number of unoccupied eigenvalues Πn−p+1 , which
implies
(n)
[Π(n)
p ] = −[Πn−p+1 ].

(5)

For C4 -symmetric systems there are three independent rotation invariants [14],
[X] ≡ #X1 − (#Γ1 + #Γ3 ),
[M1 ] ≡ #M1 − #Γ1 ,
[M2 ] ≡ #M2 − #Γ2 ,

(6a)
(6b)
(6c)

which, in conjunction with the Chern number Ch, fully classify the bulk topology in this symmetry class.

FIG. 3. Two options (A and B) for the rotation center in an infinite
C4 -symmetric lattice. The dotted box shows a primitive unit cell
with its associated lattice site in the middle. Case B has its rotation
operator shifted by c = 21 (a1 + a2 )

A.

Importance of Rotation Center

In the previous section, we started with the rotational symmetry relation Eq. (2), but a system with periodic boundary
conditions can have many centers of rotation [17, 50], as exemplified in Fig. 3. Although operators implementing rotation about different centers are easily related through composition with translation operators, the classification of periodic Hamiltonians summarized above relies on a momentumindependent rotation operator [14], which can only be true for
one of the rotation centers. Since a finite system with boundaries may only satisfy rotational symmetry about one of the
rotation centers, the physical symmetry operator relating different edges of a finite system may be different (but closely
related) to the symmetry operator used to classify periodic
Hamiltonians in Ref. 14. In this section we explicitly relate
these distinct rotation operators in the case of C4 symmetry,
which allows for two rotation centers that we dub A and B.

1.

Rotation Center A

We now explicitly derive the rotation operator in
momentum-space for case A depicted in Fig. 3, in similar
spirit to Ref. 17. Let lattice sites be situated at R = n1 a1 +n2 a2 ,
where ni ∈ Z are integer coefficients of primitive lattice vectors ai . Associated with each lattice site are orbitals α located
at atomic positions dα within a unit cell, such that many orbitals may share the same atomic position. Consider the position of a particular orbital, given by r ≡ R + dα . Let RA be
defined as a pure rotation Rn about the origin which coincides
with a lattice site. If this operation is to be a symmetry, then
an atom located at r must be mapped to another atomic site so
that
RA : r → Rn r = Rn (R + dα ) = R0 + dβ ,

(7)

for some other lattice point R0 and atomic site dβ . A key point
to note is that for certain lattices one cannot choose a basis in
the unit cell such that R0 = Rn R for all dα , as we soon explain
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in more detail. In second-quantized notation the operator R̂A
changes the position of each atomic orbital as
†
0
R̂A ĉ†α (R + dα )R̂−1
A = ĉβ (R + dβ )Rβα ,

(8)

which includes a unitary matrix Rβα (with implicit summation
over orbitals β) to account for rotation amongst atomic orbitals, whose elements Rβα are only nonzero when dα → dβ .
Our Fourier transform convention has the periodic phase taken
with respect to lattice sites, such that momentum space operators are given by [51]
1 X †
ĉα (R + dα ) exp(ik · R),
ĉ†α (k) = √
N R

(9)

which transform as [17]

2.

1 X
R̂A ĉ†α (k)R̂−1
R̂A ĉ†α (R + dα )R̂−1
A = √
A exp(ik · R)
N R
1 X † 0
ĉβ (R + dβ )Rβα exp(ik · R)
= √
N R
1 X † 0
T 0
T
ĉβ (R + dβ )Rβα eik·(Rn R +Rn dβ −dα )
= √
N R0
= ĉ†β (Rn k)Rβα ei(Rn k)·(dβ −Rn dα ) .

(10)


L  †
This shows that the basis spinors ξ̂k† =
α ĉα (k), ĉα (−k) of
the second-quantized Hamiltonian
Z
d2 k †
(11)
ξ̂ H(k)ξ̂k ,
Ĥ =
(2π)2 k
transform as
R̂A ξ̂k† R̂−1
A =
=

also present an impediment for formulating a bulk-boundary
correspondence: When the atomic sites lie at the edge of a
unit cell, it is impossible to tile a finite rotationally symmetric system without resorting to an extensive number of partial unit cells at the boundary. Any classification scheme for
such a system would be non-generic, as it needs to take into
account the lattice termination. When all atoms lie wholly
within the unit cell, which respects rotational invariance individually, we can indeed have Rn dα = dβ for all orbitals α such
that ei(Rn k)·(dβ −Rn dα ) = 1, recovering Eq. (2) with rn (k) → rn .
Henceforth, when simply referring to the unit cell, we shall
be working with this restricted Cn -symmetric unit cell notion
that allows for a well-defined bulk-boundary correspondence.

M

−1
R̂A ĉ†α (k)R̂−1
A , R̂A ĉα (−k)R̂A

Rotation Center B

Now consider a different operation RB which consists of
a pure rotation Rn about a different center which is shifted
by a vector c. Different lattices have different options for c
as long as rotation about c maps lattice sites to other lattice
sites. In the case of C4 symmetry there is only the option of
c = 21 (a1 + a2 ), shown in Fig. 3. Lattice sites are still situated
at R = n1 a1 + n2 a2 , and we again consider a particular orbital
located at position r = R + dα . The rotation RB then changes
each position
RB : r → Rn (r − c) + c = Rn (R + dα ) + (1 − Rn )c
= R0 + dβ + (1 − Rn )c,

i.e., it can be considered a combination of the rotation RA
about the origin and an additional translation by (1 − Rn )c. In
second-quantized notation, the rotation changes the creation
operators
†
0
R̂B ĉ†α (R + dα )R̂−1
B = ĉβ (R + dβ + (1 − Rn )c)Rβα ,

α

M

∗
ĉ†β (Rn k)Rβα , ĉβ (−Rn k)Rβα
ei(Rn k)·(dβ −Rn dα )
α

≡ ξ̂R† n k rn (k).

(12)

(Note that Refs. 49 and 52 consider more general phase
choices for the matrix R∗ in the hole sector depending on the
symmetry of the superconducting pairing term, which we discuss in Appendix C 3.) Rotational invariance of the secondquantized Hamiltonian R̂A Ĥ R̂−1
A = Ĥ implies that the Bloch
Hamiltonian needs to satisfy
rn (k)H(k)rn† (k) = H(Rn k).

(13)
T

In general, the momentum-dependent part ei(Rn k)·(dβ −Rn dα ) of
rn (k) is not a complex phase universal to all orbitals because
dβ may lie in a different unit cell than Rn dα for certain α. This
occurs, for example, when atoms are situated at the edge of
a unit cell. If it is impossible to define a Cn -symmetric unit
cell without atoms on the edges of the cell, then the rotation operator is generally not momentum-independent and the
classification scheme of Ref. 14 (in its current form) does not
hold; cf. Appendix A for details. Lattices of the same type

(14)
(15)

(16)

which includes the additional translation by a lattice vector
(1 − Rn )c. It is important to note that even with this shift,
the transformation of orbitals into each other is the same as
before, i.e., Rαβ is the same as it was for RA . With the
same Fourier transform convention, we see that the momentum space operators now transform as
1 X
R̂B ĉ†α (k)R̂−1
R̂B ĉ†α (R + dα )R̂−1
B = √
B exp(ik · R)
N R
1 X † 0
= √
ĉβ (R + dβ + (1 − Rn )c)Rβα eik·R
N R
1 X † 0
0
T
= √
ĉβ (R + dβ + (1 − Rn )c)Rβα eik·(Rn (R +dβ )−dα )
N R0
1 X † 0
0
T
T
= √
ĉβ (R + dβ )Rβα ei(Rn k)·R eik·(Rn dβ −dα −(Rn −1)c)
N R0
T

= ĉ†β (Rn k)Rβα ei(Rn k)·(dβ −Rn dα ) e−ik·(Rn −1)c .

(17)

Comparing Eq. (17) to Eq. (10), we see that the rotation operators are related by a momentum-dependent phase
T

†
−1 −ik·(Rn −1)c
R̂B ĉ†α (k)R̂−1
.
B = R̂A ĉα (k)R̂A e

(18)
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This extra phase is α-independent, so that the basis spinors
transform as
T

†
−ik·(Rn −1)c
R̂B ξ̂k† R̂−1
B = ξ̂Rn k rn e

≡

ξ̂R† n k rn,c (k),

(19)
(20)

where we introduce a new notation for the rotation operator such that rn ≡ rn,c=0 . Of note is that the momentumindependence of rn necessarily implies a momentumdependence for rn,c,0 (k). The symmetry relation of the Bloch
Hamiltonian is indifferent to this complex phase and is still
given by Eq. (13).
3.

Physical Rotation Operator

When a superconducting Hamiltonian is terminated, only
one of R̂A or R̂B can be a symmetry of the whole system Ĥ
since both rotation centers are mutually incompatible. Thus,
eigenstates of Ĥ are simultaneously eigenstates of either R̂A or
R̂B . For the bulk (not terminated) system, at HSPs Π(n) in mo(n)
T
mentum space, one has rn,c (Π(n) ) = ± rn because eiΠ ·(Rn −1)c =
±1 for any valid rotation center c, though rn,c (Γ) = rn always.
When we construct an effective bulk theory in the next section,
references to the rotation operator are always to the operator
rn used to classify bulk Hamiltonians, but when we proceed to
deriving the rotational symmetry of the edge theory we need
to consider the physical rotation operator rn,c (k).
III.

STACKED DIRAC MODELS AND BOUNDARY
THEORY

We seek a mapping from the full classification of Ref. 14
summarized in Sec. II to the second-order boundary signature. We consider superconductors without conventional gapless edge states, therefore we focus on the Ch = 0 case of vanishing Chern number. As stated in the Introduction, our exposition is focused on C4 symmetry; the modifications required
to treat C2 and C6 cases are discussed in Appendix C. Since
Majorana modes must always come in pairs, a C3 -symmetric
system is not able to sustain unpaired Majoranas on its three
corners, so we ignore this case entirely.
Our approach is the construction of a continuum model
which allows us to describe interfaces between systems with
different topological invariants, reminiscent of a JackiwRebbi approach [53, 54].
A.

Stacked Dirac Models

We determine the boundary signature for each topological
phase based on a description near the gap closing transitions
that change the topology. The previously defined invariants
[X], [M1 ] and [M2 ] only change for gap closings at HSPs
Π(n) , though Ch also changes for gap closings at any generic
momenta. Due to C4 symmetry, gap closings at generic momenta k0 (not HSPs) must come in multiplets of four (at R4j k0

with j = 0, 1, 2, 3), which changes the Chern number by ±4.
As these gap closings at generic momenta can be smoothly
shifted to a high-symmetry point, henceforth we consider that
all gap closings occur at the HSPs Π(n) .
Near a transition at a HSP Πα , a natural description is
provided by a massive 2D Dirac Hamiltonians HΠα α (k), with
a sign change of the mass across the interface modeling a
boundary between regions with different values of their bulk
topological invariants. (The momentum k here is understood
relative to Πα .) We will then link the rotation properties encoded in the rotation invariants of Eq. (6) to properties of these
Dirac fermions. Working with a Dirac model means that our
anticipated bulk-boundary correspondence will be in terms of
the difference between topological phases, which indeed is the
most general scenario to which a bulk- boundary correspondence can apply [20]. For any change in topological phase
there are multiple possible stacked Dirac realizations, but we
will show that the boundary signature follows from a feature
common to all of these realizations.
The effective model H(k) is the direct addition of all these
Dirac Hamiltonians, which we refer to as a “stack” of Dirac
models HΠα α (k), written as
H(k) → H(k) =

M
α

HΠα α (k).

(21)

Physically, this corresponds to stacking many systems together and leaving them decoupled, but with the overall system remaining 2D. We have introduced a (redundant) label Πα
to emphasize the origin of each Dirac Hamiltonian for clarity.
Each Dirac model has the same chirality [55] and is described
by a Hamiltonian of the form
HΠα α (k) = vα k · σ + mα σ3

(22)

respecting PH symmetry [Eq. (1)] with Ξ = σ1 K, where
σ = (σ1 , σ2 ) is a 2D vector of Pauli matrices. Each Hamiltonian has its own (possibly distinct) positive velocity vα (chosen to be isotropic for simplicity), and the parameters mα control the band separations of each Dirac model. Other offdiagonal mass terms are in principle allowed by symmetry,
but to streamline our discussions we choose to include these
later among the allowed terms for the edge theory [56].
In working with this continuum picture, we can always envision having folded the HSPs back to Γ: This is always possible through an infinitesimal perturbation that reduces translational symmetry to a symmetry under translations of two lattice vectors [57]. It may happen that such reduction of translation symmetry only occurs near the edge, but to treat the bulk
and the boundary on the same footing we consider the 2D effective model as if its translation invariance had been reduced
throughout. Nevertheless, the Dirac Hamiltonians inherit their
properties from the conventional rotation invariants which do
distinguish between different HSPs, relying on the underlying crystalline symmetry. (For example, for a pair of Dirac
Hamiltonians describing gap closings at X and X0 , we could
allow for deformations of v x velocities relative to vy such that
HXα and HXα+1
are each only twofold symmetric, but are re0
lated to each other via a fourfold rotation.) For this reason,
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one may prefer to think of k as the (small) momentum relative
to the respective HSP, even if k becomes the (small) absolute
momentum about Γ in the folded picture.
B.

Occupied Π(4)
p
eiπ/4
Γ1 , M1
e−iπ/4
Γ4 , M4
ei3π/4
Γ2 , M2
e−i3π/4
Γ3 , M3

r4α
−iσ3 π/4

+e
+ e−iσ3 π/4
− e−iσ3 π/4
− e−iσ3 π/4

mα
>0
<0
<0
>0

ηα
+1
+1
−1
−1

Rotation Eigenvalues and Signed Representations

In this subsection we describe how the rotation eigenvalues of bulk bands pick out irreducible representations of the
rotation operator r4α for each Dirac model in the stack. In a
Cn -symmetric BZ, the HSPs may be categorized as either being mapped onto themselves (i.e., fixed) under n-fold rotation
(e.g., Γ and M for C4 ) or as being mapped to other HSPs
(forming an orbit) under n-fold rotation (e.g., the twofold
fixed points X and X0 that map into each other under fourfold
rotation). We treat these two cases slightly differently. As before, we exemplify our approach on C4 -symmetric systems.
We start with the 4-fold fixed points.

1.

Rotation Invariant Momenta

Fourfold rotational symmetry of a Dirac Hamiltonian in the
stack means it must satisfy
r4α HΠα α (k) r4α† = HΠα α (R4 k),

(23)

where Πα ∈ {Γ, M}. Recalling that our effective Hamiltonian
is written in terms of Pauli matrices, it satisfies
e−iσ3 π/4 HΠα α (k)eiσ3 π/4 = HΠα α (R4 k).

(24)

This lets us identify r4α ∝ e−iσ3 π/4 up to a complex phase. Insisting that the rotation operator commutes with the PH operator Ξ = σ1 K leaves only a freedom in the sign of the representation, however, so that r4α = ηα e−iσ3 π/4 , where ηα = ±1.
This sign, in particular sign differences between representations for different H α , has physical consequences on the edge
of the model, which we show below. (A similar approach has
been used by Khalaf et al. [46].) These representations are
referred to as “signed representations” when their sign is important [46]. Interestingly, for C4 -symmetric points, each rotation eigenvalue directly corresponds to a representation sign
and a sign for the bulk mass term. Crucially these two parameters are not independent: As seen in Table I, listing the four
possibilities shown in Fig. 2 for the occupied rotation eigenvalues at a C4 -symmetric point gives the signed representation
r4α and the sign of the mass mα for each Dirac Hamiltonian in
the stack.

2.

Momenta Transforming into Each Other

For Dirac Hamiltonians originating from twofold fixed
points such as Πα ∈ {X, X0 } in a C4 -symmetric BZ, we instead have twofold rotational symmetry
r2α HΠα α (k) r2α† = HΠα α (R2 k).

(25)

TABLE I. The correspondence of the rotation eigenvalue of the negative energy band to the bulk mass and rotation representation at the
fourfold symmetric points Γ and M.

In a similar fashion to how we deduced r4α , we could deduce that r2α ∝ e−iσ3 π/2 = −iσ3 , of which two choices r2α =
ηα e−iσ3 π/2 with ηα = ±1 commute with PH symmetry. (We
refer to the ηα = −1 case as the negatively signed representation.) One notices here, however, that specifying the occupied
rotation eigenvalue does not uniquely pick out a representation sign and a mass sign as it did for the fourfold fixed points.
This is because ∓iσ3 → ±iσ3 exchanges its two diagonal elements, while changing the sign of the bulk mass would change
which band has negative energy; changing both at once thus
leaves the occupied rotation eigenvalue unchanged. The sign
of the bulk mass has implications for the edge states that appear on the boundary (specifically their direction of propagation), which will be taken into account when ensuring that we
construct Dirac models describing differences between topological phases with the same Chern number [58].
As we want to know how the system (particularly the
boundary) behaves under a π/2-rotation, we need to use the
underlying fourfold symmetry of the system. In the original lattice model, momentum states at X + k are mapped to
X0 + R4 k under a fourfold rotation R4 and vice versa. In
terms of our stacked Dirac picture, such C4 symmetry dictates
that the Dirac Hamiltonians originating from these points be
related by unitary transformations UX0 , that is, HXα (R4 k) =
†
†
α+1
α
UX0 HXα+1
0 (k)U X0 and HX0 (R4 k) = U X HX (k)U X . Here, we
chose to place the Dirac Hamiltonians for X and X0 in neighboring sub-blocks α and α + 1, respectively. In terms of the
resulting 4 × 4 Hamiltonian,
H ⊕ (k) ≡ HXα (k) ⊕ HXα+1
0 (k),

(26)

the only form of this fourfold symmetry compatible with our
convention [Eq. (22)] of momenta and Pauli matrices appearing in k j σ j combinations and having positive velocities is
h
i h
i
iσ3 π/4
H ⊕ (R4 k) = e−iσ3 π/4 HXα+1
⊕ e−iσ3 π/4 HXα (k)eiσ3 π/4 ,
0 (k)e
(27)
which also holds if velocities are anisotropic at X and X0 in
a C4 related manner. The unitary relation between HXα (R4 k)
and HXα+1
0 (k) together with our convention of identical Dirac
Hamiltonian chiralities also implies mα = mα+1 . The symmetry relation (27) can be compactly expressed as
H ⊕ (R4 k) = r4⊕ H ⊕ (k) r4⊕† ,

(28)

where the requirement of PH symmetry [r4⊕ , Ξ ⊕ Ξ] = 0 leaves
two choices
r4⊕ = e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1

or r4⊕ = e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2 ,

(29)
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Occupied Π(2)
p
eiπ/2
X1
e−iπ/2
X2
eiπ/2
X1
e−iπ/2
X2

mα
>0
<0
<0
>0

r4⊕
−iσ3 π/4

e
⊗ τ1
e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1
e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2
e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2

ηα
+1
+1
−1
−1

TABLE II. The correspondence of the rotation eigenvalue of the negative energy band and bulk mass to the rotation representation for the
X/X0 points. Also shown is the sign of the twofold rotation representation defined as r2α = ηα e−iσ3 π/2 .

apart from an overall sign that will later be seen to be inconsequential. Here, we denote the space of stacked Dirac Hamiltonians α, α + 1 by τµ .
Squaring these two representations gives (r4⊕ )2 =
+e−iσ3 π/2 ⊗ I2 or (r4⊕ )2 = −e−iσ3 π/2 ⊗ I2 , respectively, which
is consistent with the two signed options for r2 above and implies ηα = ηα+1 . Unlike for the truly fourfold fixed points,
the representation and sign of mα = mα+1 is not uniquely determined from occupied rotation eigenvalue—instead the correspondence is between the combination of occupied rotation
eigenvalue and mass to rotation representation, shown in Table II.
C.

Dirac Stacks for Topological Interfaces

We now outline how a stacked Dirac model can be constructed to describe a transition of between Cn -symmetric superconductors with different topological invariants. As stated
above, the stacked Dirac models capture differences between
topological phases. Consider two regions I and O with BdG
Hamiltonians HI (k) and HO (k), respectively, understood as
being the regions inside (I) and outside (O) our system of interest. Each system has independent occupancies #Π(n)
p , meaning that we can define differences in occupancies:
(n)
(n)
∆#Π(n)
p ≡ #Π p |I − #Π p |O .

(30)

For a meaningful description in terms of stacked Dirac models, we require the rotation operators in both regions O and I
to be the same. This is always possible through the addition
of trivial bands to either region, which can safely be added
since they do not change the topological invariants. Once
the rotation operator is the same in both systems, each must
have the same total number of each rotation eigenvalue, so
(n)
(n)
(n)
#Π(n)
p |I + #̄Π p |I = #Π p |O + #̄Π p |O , where #̄ counts unoccupied states. Using PH symmetry which relates occupied and
unoccupied states, we see that these differences are not all independent [cf. Eq. (5)]:
(n)
∆#Π(n)
p = −∆#Πn−p+1 .

(31)

For example, in a C4 -symmetric system one has ten occupan0
cies (Γ1,2,3,4 , M1,2,3,4 and X1,2 = X1,2
) to consider, which are
in this way reduced to five independent differences, chosen as
∆#X1 , ∆#Γ1 , ∆#Γ2 , ∆#M1 and ∆#M2 .
(n)
For each independent difference ∆#Π(n)
p , one adds |∆#Π p |
Dirac Hamiltonians to the stack with the appropriate rotation

representations and masses. Closing and reopening every gap
by taking mα → −mα for all α then reproduces the transition
HI (k) → HO (k).
We now address the feature of Dirac Hamiltonians deriving from X/X0 , demonstrated in Table II, which is that the
occupation of either eigenvalues X1 = i or X2 = −i does not
uniquely determine the sign of the bulk mass nor the rotation
representation. Thus, a given change ∆#X1 may be realized
through stacks of two different types of Dirac Hamiltonians.
Looking at Table II, these two types can be distinguished by
the sign ηα of the twofold rotation operator r2α = ηα e−iσ3 π/2 .
Let ∆#X1± denote the contributions to ∆#X1 from Hamiltonians with ηα = ±1, such that the overall change in occupation
is ∆#X1 = ∆#X1+ + ∆#X1− . Note that this decomposition is
specific to the construction of a Dirac model, rather than a direct property of the original Bloch Hamiltonians HI (k) and
HO (k). Distinguishing between ∆#X1± , as we now explain,
allows us to construct a Dirac stack that does not change the
Chern number when mα → −mα , as we require for the anomalous boundary states we wish to investigate.
Zero change in the Chern number implies that there should
be an equal number of left- and right-moving modes at the
I − O interface. This is equivalent to the statement that there
should be an equal number of Dirac Hamiltonians in the stack
with positive and negative bulk masses (since we consider the
scenario where all mα change sign across the I − O boundary). From Table I, it is evident that these bulk masses are
uniquely determined from changes in occupied rotation eigenvalues, which is not the case for Dirac Hamiltonians derived
from gap closings at X/X0 . Looking again at Table II, and
recalling that all the Dirac Hamiltonians have the same chirality, we see that for the same ∆#X1+ and ∆#X1− the contribution
to ∆Ch is opposite because, for a given Π(2)
p being occupied,
opposite signs of ηα imply opposite signs for mα . Combining
all these observations, we may rewrite the ∆Ch = 0 condition
as
0 = ∆Ch
(32)
−
+
= 2∆#X1 − 2∆#X1 − ∆#Γ1 − ∆#M1 + ∆#Γ2 + ∆#M2 (33)
= −4∆#X1+ + 2∆[X] − ∆[M1 ] + ∆[M2 ],
(34)
Taken on their own, changes in rotation invariants [M1 ], [M2 ]
and [X] of Eq. (6) determine ∆Ch mod 4 [14, 16], but with
a specific stacked Dirac model realization we could equate
∆Ch = 0 exactly. (The modulo 4 ambiguity reappears if one
does not have access to the ∆#X1± extra information because
changing ∆#X1+ → ∆#X1+ + 1 and ∆#X1− → ∆#X1− − 1 would
not affect ∆[X] but would change ∆Ch → ∆Ch − 4.)
D.

Effective Edge Theory

We are interested in what happens at the boundary between
systems in different topological classes, which in our continuum model above occurs when the masses {mα } change sign.
Each bulk gap closing has an associated chiral edge mode localized at the boundary [20, 53]. Its effective edge theory,
allowing also for smooth (on the scale of the lattice spacing)
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α
r4,0

α
r4,(a
1 +a2 )/2
Πα = Γ
Πα = M
+ e−iσ3 π/4
− e−iσ3 π/4
− e−iσ3 π/4
+ e−iσ3 π/4

+ e−iσ3 π/4
− e−iσ3 π/4

α
TABLE III. The correspondence from r4α ≡ r4,0
to the shifted rotation
operator at the fourfold fixed points. The representation changes sign
at M but is unchanged at Γ.

⊕
r4,0
−iσ3 π/4

e
⊗ iτ2
e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1

⊕
r4,(a
1 +a2 )/2
−iσ3 π/4

e
⊗ τ1
e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2

⊕
to the shifted rotation
TABLE IV. The correspondence from r4⊕ ≡ r4,0
operator. These rotation representations only occur at X/X0 points.

Appendix B 3), the PH operator is simply complex conjugation K and the symmetry is given by
hr,kk = −K hr,−kk K.
1.
FIG. 4. Example spectrum along the edge of a 2D superconductor.
Each sign change of a bulk mass mα manifests itself as a chiral mode
on the edge. (a) The folding process which takes all HSPs to Γ,
meaning that all edge modes are centered on kk = 0 in the continuum
description. (b) An edge mass term that couples a left-mover to a
right-mover, opening up a gap on the edge.

variations in the local boundary direction, can be derived as
described in Appendix B 1. The resulting stack of decoupled
left- and right-moving chiral edge modes is described by the
edge Hamiltonian
M
←
s
hr,kk = h→
with hr,k
=
hαs
(35)
r,kk ⊕ hr,kk ,
r,kk ,
k
α

where s ∈ {→, ←} such that right- and left-moving modes
hα→
r,kk

= +vα kk

and

hα←
r,kk

= −vα kk

(36)

have been placed in different sub-blocks [59]. The subscript
k denotes a projection onto the direction n̂k along the edge
(i.e., kk = k · n̂k ) and the subscript r, indicating the position
along the boundary, is present to allow for the aforementioned
smooth boundary variations.
Having limited ourselves to ∆Ch = 0 transitions, there are
as many left-movers as right-movers in the stack. Since gap
closings happening at X must also happen at X0 by rotational
symmetry, the corresponding edge modes appear in pairs on
the boundary with the same propagation direction (because
their bulk masses and chiralities are the same). We show an
example spectrum for the edge Hamiltonian in Fig. 4(a).
The edge Hamiltonian also possesses a PH symmetry that
follows from the original PH symmetry of the bulk. With a
particular basis choice for the edge Hamiltonian (detailed in

(37)

Edge Projections of Rotation Representations

We now describe how the sign of the bulk rotation representation is transmitted to the representations on the edge, while
also recalling the fact that the rotation operator used to classify
periodic Hamiltonians may be different to the rotation operator compatible with the boundary. As shown in Sec. II, these
operators are related in terms of the location c of the rotation
center within a unit cell as
α
α
rn,c
= exp [iΠα · (1 − R−1
n )c] rn .

(38)

For C4 symmetry, this is shown explicitly in Tables III and IV.
It is from this operator that the rotation operator of the edge
α
theory must be derived rn,c
→ uαn,c . The rotational symmetry
for the edge Hamiltonian is then expressed through
hRn r,Rn kk = un,c hr,kk uTn,c ,

(39)

L α
where un,c =
α un,c is the direct sum of all the edgeprojected rotation representations, and un,c consists only of
real elements due to PH symmetry being simply complex conjugation.
For C4 -symmetric systems, u4,c is block-diagonal with 1×1
blocks for edge modes deriving from gap closings at Γ or M,
and 2×2 blocks to transform between X- and X0 -deriving edge
modes. These are derived explicitly for C4 in Appendix B 2 b
and summarized in Table V.
E.

Boundary Mass Terms

In general, counterpropagating modes on the edges become gapped due to symmetry-allowed terms that couple
these modes. Such gapping terms (or mass terms) µr couple

9
⊕
α
ηα,c uα4,c det uα4,c
r4,c
r4,c
ηα,c uα4,c
−iσ3 π/4
−iσ3 π/4
+e
+1 + 1 e
⊗ iτ2 −1 iτ2 +1
− e−iσ3 π/4 −1 − 1 e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1 +1 τ1
−1

TABLE V. The edge rotation representations uα4,c resulting from the
⊕
α
at X, X0 . The signs of these
bulk representation r4,c
at Γ, M, and r4,c
representations are denoted by ηα,c , where ηα,0 ≡ ηα .

While this observation is illuminating, it relies on all edge
modes dispersing in the same way and the absence of forwardscattering terms. The next subsection will use a more robust
characterization in terms of Pfaffians that works even in this
more general scenario.

1.

left-moving to right-moving modes, appearing as off-diagonal
terms in the (previously gapless) edge Hamiltonian
!
→
h→
iµr
r,kk + iλr
hr,kk =
(40)
← ,
−iµTr
h←
r,kk + iλr
where we also included the (skew-symmetric) forward scattering matrices λrs with s ∈ {→, ←}. (These terms are ‘forward
scattering’ in the sense that they scatter between modes moving in the same direction.) Because of PH symmetry, µr and
λrs must be real. To see why µr can be interpreted as mass
terms, it is illuminating to consider a simplified case where all
2p edge modes have the same velocity vα = 1 and to ignore
all forward-scattering terms, giving the edge Hamiltonian
!
kI
iµr
h0r,kk = k pT
.
(41)
−iµr −kk I p
Because µr is a real matrix, it may be decomposed via a singular value decomposition (SVD) into µr = Y DW T where Y
and W are orthogonal matrices and D = diag(∆1 , ∆2 , . . . , ∆ p )
is a diagonal matrix. Using the SVD, the edge Hamiltonian
can be factorized as
!
! T
!
Y 0 kk I p iD
Y
0
0
hr,kk =
,
(42)
0 W −iD −kk I p 0 W T
i.e., it is unitarily equivalent to p stacked one-dimensional
massive Dirac Hamiltonians. Each band separation is set by
∆α and the energy eigenvalues are Eα2 = kk2 + ∆2α . In an
SVD, the matrices Y and W are typically chosen such that
all ∆α ≥ 0. Here, we fix det Y = det W = 1 by multiplying an appropriate number of rows of Y (and W) by minus
one, that is, an odd number of rows when initially det Y = −1
(det W = −1), and an even number of rows when initially
det Y = +1 (det W = +1). Keeping h0r,kk the same then requires
changing the signs
Q of the corresponding ∆α accordingly, such
that sgn det D = α sgn ∆α = ±1, where the minus sign arises
when the number of sign changes in Y and W add up to an odd
number.
When rotating from one edge to the neighboring one using Eq. (39), the matrix µr transforms as µr → µRr . A ∆α
changing sign under this transformation expresses that there
is a ∆α mass kink in the edge Dirac theory as we turn from
one edge to the neighboring one. Such a mass kink binds a
Majorana state [60]; it gives rise to a corner Majorana mode
in the system. Considering all ∆α , therefore, a sign change
of det D along a corner results in an odd number of Majorana
bound states, i.e., a single Majorana after the hybridization of
pairs. Since det Y = det W = 1, the determinant of D changing sign is captured by a relative sign between sgn det µr and
sgn det µRr .

Topologically Distinct Boundary Phases

Having seen how back-scattering terms on the edge can be
interpreted as mass terms in a one-dimensional theory, we
now reframe this in terms of a familiar topological invariant for class D systems in one dimension—the Pfaffian invariant. More precisely, this invariant is the product of Pfaffians at the HSPs in the BZ [61, 62], where the Hamiltonian
is skew-symmetric. The continuum theory we use only captures changes of the topological invariant along a corner, but
not any invariant itself. Such a change in the topological invariant manifests in a sign change of the Pfaffian at kk = 0, a
point where the Hamiltonian is skew-symmetric (guaranteed
by PH symmetry, hr,kk =0 = −h∗r,kk =0 ). Considering the Pfaffian at kk = 0 (but not at kk = π) is sufficient because having
folded the HSPs (see Fig. 4) all edge mass kinks involve edge
gap closings in the proximity of kk = 0. Of these only the gap
closings at kk = 0 are of importance: While forward scattering
may cause some of the gap closings to split away symmetrically from kk = 0, we need not account for these because they
only result in pairs of bound states which can hybridize and
gap out. More explicitly, we define Ar ≡ −ihr,kk =0 , which is
a real and skew-symmetric matrix, and the indicator δr using
which we shall track changes in the edge invariant [62]
h
i
δr = sgn Pf Ar = sgn (−i) p Pf hr,kk =0 .
(43)
We can also verify that this gives the same result as our simplified example h0r,kk =0 introduced above. The Pfaffian of
A0r = −ih0r,kk =0 equals
Pf



A0r



!
!
!
Y 0
0 D
0 D
= det
Pf
= Pf
0 W
−D 0
−D 0

(44)

= (−1) p(p−1)/2 det D,

(45)

where we used that det Y = det W = 1. As the matrix dimension
  p does not change around a corner, sign changes in
Pf A0r thus capture sign changes in det D. We emphasize,
however, that Eq. (43) goes beyond the counting argument for
h0r,kk =0 , as it also takes into account forward-scattering terms
and allows different velocities vα .
IV.

BULK ROTATION INVARIANTS AND CORNER
MAJORANAS

The bulk rotational symmetry has direct implications for
the Pfaffian invariant δr that distinguishes topological phases
along the edge. Using the rotational symmetry relation of
Eq. (39), which also holds for Ar , we use a Pfaffian identity
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to assess the difference in topology for neighboring edges as
follows:
δRn r = sgn Pf(ARn r ) = sgn Pf(un,c Ar uTn,c ) = sgn Pf(Ar ) det un,c
= δr det un,c ,

(46)

where we used that det un,c = ±1 since un,c is orthogonal.
Thus, the Pfaffian invariants for edges related by Rn are the
same only if det un,c = +1.
For det un,c = −1, neighboring edges are topologically distinct and consequently must harbor an odd number of Majorana states bound between them. The topological index
Υ(n)
c = 0, 1 equal to the number (modulo 2) of Majorana zero
modes localized between neighboring edges is therefore [63]
(n)

(−1)Υc = det un,c .
(47)
Q
Note that the sign of det un,c = α det uαn,c flips with each addition onto the stack of a representation with det uαn,c = −1.
It is also reassuring that had we (arbitrarily) chosen the basis states of the edge Hamiltonian to transform trivially under the negative representation instead (amounting to redefining uαn,c → −uαn,c ), then this index would be unchanged since
det un,c → (−1)2p det un,c = det un,c .
Another way to derive higher-order surface signatures for
topological crystalline phases [27, 28, 46, 64] is the construction of a minimal set of mutually anticommuting mass matrices Ω ≡ {Ωi } (with {Ωi , Ω j } = 2δi j ) that also anticommute with
a (simplified) model surface Hamiltonian. These mass terms
are added to the surface in a symmetry-respecting manner,
where the transformation properties of Ωi under crystalline
symmetry operations dictate the possible existence of gapless
regions on the boundary. The presence of anomalous surface
states is predicted from the cardinality of Ω. However, such
an approach is not immediately applicable to our edge Hamiltonian Eq. (40) because µr is a generic
P mass term that may
not be constructed from Ω as µr = i ri Ωi everywhere along
the boundary [65]. Our edge Hamiltonian may also contain
forward scattering terms λrs that do not follow this prescription. An advantage of our Pfaffian invariant approach is therefore that it swiftly demonstrates the relation between boundary Majoranas and rotation representations, without any special algebraic structure in the boundary Hamiltonian beyond
that required by PH symmetry.

A.

closings chosen to go from one phase to another. We demonstrate that this is so focusing on the C4 -symmetric case below.
In our C4 -symmetric Dirac construction, multiple possible
paths arise because there are six independent parameters for
gap closings [namely ∆(#X1− , #X1+ , #Γ1 , #Γ2 , #M1 , #M2 )] but
only four constraints in the form of the four topological invariants ∆(Ch, [X], [M1 ], [M2 ]), leaving two degrees of freedom. Because of the additive structure of the invariants,
these two degrees of freedom define a plane in the space of
∆(#X1− , #X1+ , #Γ1 , #Γ2 , #M1 , #M2 ). This plane can be spanned
by two gap closing patterns which do not change the phase,
namely ∆(#X1− , #Γ1 , #M1 ) = (1, 1, 1) and ∆(#X1− , #Γ2 , #M2 ) =
(−1, 1, 1). The first set of of occupation number changes is
consistent with adding a trivial Dirac (sub)stack with Γ(4)
p =
eiπ/4 , and the second with adding a trivial Dirac stack with
3iπ/4
Γ(4)
, where both additions are to the inside (I) region,
p =e
with their PH conjugates appearing outside (O). One may verify that the Dirac (sub)stacks implementing these changes in
occupation number have det u4,c = +1, both for c = 0 and
c = (a1 + a2 )/2. This means that each plane in the parameter
space has a definite value of det u4,c .
We now explain why trivial bands cannot change det u4,c . In
our Dirac model, adding PH conjugate pairs of trivial bands to
I and O correspond to Dirac (sub)stacks that upon mα → −mα
leave topological invariants unchanged. Consider the minimal
2
stack involving Dirac Hamiltonians HΓ1 , HM
, and H ⊕ = HX3 ⊕
4
0
HX0 , at Γ and M and X/X respectively. Requiring ∆[Mi ] =
∆[X] = 0 sets M p = Γ p and X p = (Γ p )2 . (In this paragraph
we understand Π(4)
p to mean the occupied eigenvalue of this
minimal stack.) The value of Γ p sets the sign of m1 and η1 ,
and consequently sgn m2 = sgn m1 and η2 = η1 (see Tables I
and III). Ensuring ∆Ch = 0 then requires us to choose a mass
at X/X0 (m3 = m4 ) with opposite sign to m1,2 . Together with
X p = (Γ p )2 this singles out a specific η3 (Tables II and IV).
(Recall from Table V that the signs ηα are associated with a
specific det uα4,0 .) Crucially, no matter what the value of Γ p is
we always find det u14,c det u24,c det u34,c = 1, both for c = 0 and
c = (a1 + a2 )/2. Specifically: for c = 0, det u14,0 det u24,0 = 1
and det u34,0 = 1 (Tables I and III); and for c = (a1 + a2 )/2,
both det u24,(a1 +a2 )/2 and det u34,(a1 +a2 )/2 change sign (Tables II
and IV) while det u14,(a1 +a2 )/2 stays unchanged.
The corner mode index is therefore independent of the exact
sequence of gap closings leading to a particular topological
phase.

Path Independence

It should be pointed out that because the original classification [14] is in terms of a stable (i.e., robust under the addition
of trivial bands) equivalence, many different stacked Dirac
models can realize the same change in topological phase.
Conversely, it means that every phase change can be realized through many ‘paths’ of gap closings in a phase diagram; for example a change in phase ∆(Ch, [X], [M1 ], [M2 ]) =
(0, 0, 1, 1) could be realized through ∆(#Γ1 , #Γ2 ) = (−1, −1)
or through ∆(#M1 , #M2 ) = (1, 1). For the det un,c index to be
truly topological, it must be independent of the path of gap

B.

Constructing Topological Index for Corner States

Having thus established the path independence, and thus
the topological nature of our det un,c index, we must be able
to express it in terms of the bulk topological invariants. As
seen from Table V, only certain bulk rotation representations
⊕
α
{r4,c
, r4,c
} lead to edge rotation representations with det uα4,c =
⊕
α
−1. In turn, these {r4,c
, r4,c
} are characteristic of changes in
the occupation number of certain rotation eigenvalues. Thus,
by tracking changes in occupation of a subset of rotation
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eigenvalues, one may deduce the number of edge modes with
det uαn,c = −1, giving us det un,c . We expect a Z2 -valued index
Υ(n)
c
≡ det un,c , where Υ(n)
Υ(n)
c
c defined, as in Eq. (47), by (−1)
counts the number of Majorana modes between neighboring
edges.
We now describe how such a relation is obtained in C4 symmetric systems. The central idea is to track how the
changes ∆(#X1− , #X1+ , #Γ1 , #Γ2 , #M1 , #M2 ) influence det un,c .
We start with the case of the rotation center being at c = 0.
Consider the fourfold fixed point Γ: We see from Tables
I and V that for a change in occupation ∆#Γ2 , there will
be |∆#Γ2 | Dirac Hamiltonians added to the stack that have
det uα4,0 = −1. On the other hand, the |∆#Γ1 | other Dirac
Hamiltonians at Γ have det uα4,0 = 1 so need not be counted.
Similarly, we should also count |∆#M2 | but not |∆#M1 |. As for
the Dirac Hamiltonian pair at the X/X0 points, Tables II and V
show that we should count |∆#X1+ | because det uα4,0 = −ηα for
these Dirac Hamiltonians.
Q
Thus, recalling that det u4,c = α det uα4,c , the index for c =
0 is
Υ(4)
= ∆#Γ2 + ∆#M2 + ∆#X1+
0

mod 2,

(48)

where due to the modulo 2 we could drop the absolute value
symbols. When c = 21 (a1 + a2 ), however, one can see from
Tables III and IV that representations at M and X, X0 acquire
a minus sign, so that by analogous arguments
−
Υ(4)
(a1 +a2 )/2 = ∆#Γ2 + ∆#M1 + ∆#X1

mod 2.

(49)

This shifted index and the original are related through
(4)
Υ(4)
(a1 +a2 )/2 = Υ0 + ∆#M1 + ∆#M2 + ∆#X1

= Υ(4)
+ ∆[M1 ] + ∆[M2 ] + ∆[X]
0

mod 2

(50)

mod 2.

(51)

The rotation center thus only influences the existence of
Majoranas on the edge if ∆ν = ∆[M1 ] + ∆[M2 ] + ∆[X]
mod 2 , 0. Recognizing that ν is precisely the weak topological invariant in C4 -symmetric systems [14], Eq. (51) can be
seen to express the combined effect of the weak invariant and
the rotation center announced in the Introduction. It remains
to rewrite Υ(4)
purely in terms of rotation invariants, which is
0
possible using ∆Ch = 0 derived earlier. Substituting ∆#X1+
= ∆[M2 ] + ∆#X1+ mod 2
from Eq. (34), and using that Υ(4)
0
we get
Υ(4)
=
0

1
(∆[M1 ] + 3∆[M2 ] − 2∆[X])
4

mod 2.

(52)

Summarizing the bulk-boundary correspondence in one equation, we have
Υ(4)
c =

1
1
(∆[M1 ] + 3∆[M2 ] − 2∆[X]) + ∆Gν · c
4
2π

mod 2,
(53)
where ∆Gν = ∆ν(b1 + b2 ) is the weak index vector (in terms
of reciprocal lattice vectors bi satisfying ai · b j = 2πδi j ).
This index between rotation invariants and boundary Majorana bound states is one of the central predictions of our
stacked Dirac approach.

Although the intermediate steps made use of ‘extra’ information ∆#X1+ specific to the stacked Dirac model construction, the physical conclusion depends only on the topological
invariants. The way that similar indices have been derived
before is to find example systems with corner modes (corner
charge) and appeal to the linearity of indices in terms of the
invariants [13, 14, 30] to reconstruct their form. In contrast,
here we have shown how any continuum description consistent with a given change of bulk topological invariants of
rotationally symmetric topological superconductors encodes
transformation properties of adjacent edge Hamiltonians and
thus the topological index for corner Majorana modes.
V.

EXAMPLES

We illustrate our approach using a lattice model. Consider
a generalization of two models introduced by Benalcazar et
al. that are realized on a square lattice with primitive lattice
vectors a1 = ax̂, a2 = aŷ [14]. The combinations a01 = a1 + a2
and a02 = −a1 + a2 connect next-nearest-neighbor sites. The
BdG Hamiltonian
!
f1 (k)σ3 + g1 (k)σ2
m(σ3 − iσ0 )
(54)
H(k) =
m(σ3 + iσ0 )
f2 (k)σ3 + g2 (k)σ2
with the onsite coupling m and the two functions
fi (k) = cos φ cos(k · ai ) + sin φ cos(k · a0i )
gi (k) = cos φ sin(k · ai ) + sin φ sin(k · a0i )

(55)
(56)

describes a C4 -symmetric superconductor with PH symmetry
Ξ = σ1 K and fourfold rotation
!
−iσ3
r4 =
(57)
σ0
where r44 = −1. (All units of energy are absorbed into the
Hamiltonian.) As discussed in Sec. II, each gapped phase is
characterized by a set four invariants, which we show in the
phase diagram in Fig. 5. Changing the parameters φ → φ + π
and m → −m results in H → −H hence in Fig. 5 we consider only positive m values. For |m| > 1, the onsite coupling
dominates and the Hamiltonian is trivial, independently of the
parameter φ.
Two regimes are relevant for our classification: phase I
around (φ, m) = (0, 0) and phase II around (φ, m) = (π/2, 0).
Phase I is characterized by Υ(4)
= 1 and Υ(4)
(a1 +a2 )/2 = 0, thus, it
0
only supports corner modes when the physical rotation center
is in the center of a unit cell (cf. Sec. II A and Appendix A
for our notion of the unit cell). To couple counterpropagating
chiral edge modes, we add a density-wave-type boundary perturbation that respects rotation invariance but has periodicity
of two unit cells. Specifically, on each edge we couple every second pair of lattice sites via a nearest-neighbor hopping
term itc†j τz c j+1 (where τµ acts on the outer degree of freedom)
to break translation invariance and open a gap. (In Fig. 7 we
show the boundary perturbation together with the m = φ = 0
limit of the bulk system.) We show the energy eigenvalues
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FIG. 5. Phase diagram for the lattice Hamiltonian Eq. (54). The
black lines denote gap closings at Γ, the black dashed lines at M
and the gray lines at X, X0 . In panel (d), the black stripes in phases
with Ch = 0 denote values of the topological index predicting corner
(4)
modes. Diagonal stripes Υ(4)
0 = 1 and Υ(a1 +a2 )/2 = 0, and a crossed
(4)
(4)
pattern Υ0 = Υ(a1 +a2 )/2 = 1. The gray square and black triangles
mark the parameters used in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively.

FIG. 6. Energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (54)
with a boundary perturbation (with t = 0.025) for a finite square
lattice with L × L sites. The different colors denote the rotation
eigenvalue eiπ/4(2p−1) and the different symbols distinguish different
rotation centers (crosses and circles corresponding to even and odd
L, respectively). In panel (a), we show an example of phase I with
φ = π/32 and m = 0.4. The system only supports gapless corner
modes for odd L, which corresponds to a physical rotation center in
the center of a unit cell. In panel (b), we show an example of phase
II with φ = 17π/32 and m = 0.4. The corner modes remain for both
rotation centers, i.e., both even and odd L. We choose the logarithmic
scale of the y axis to visualize the exponential decrease in energy.

FIG. 7. Lattice model that demonstrates the importance of the rotation center. The Hamiltonian (54) at φ = m = 0 only contains terms,
illustrated by the solid blue lines, that couple neighboring Majorana
modes, illustrated by the black circles; cf. Ref. 14. In this case, Majorana modes at the edge are completely decoupled from the bulk
and do not contribute to the Hamiltonian, i.e., all edge modes have
zero energy. This degeneracy can be lifted by a density wave [14]
modeled by coupling every second nearest-neighbor site on the edge
(dashed blue lines). (a) When the rotation center is in the center of
a unit cell, any coupling that respects rotational invariance is bound
to leave Majoranas at the corners uncoupled (red circles). This completely decoupled case is topologically equivalent to any case with a
finite localization length of the corner modes, as for example considered in Fig. 6. (b) However, when the rotation center is at the corner
of a unit cell, it is possible to open a surface gap without Majorana
bound states.

for square lattices with L × L sites in Fig. 6(a). When L is
odd, the rotation center is in the center of a unit cell, when
L is even, it is at its corner. Corner modes therefore only
arise when L is odd. Phase II, however, is characterized by
Υ(4)
= Υ(4)
(a1 +a2 )/2 = 1, meaning that the presence of corner
0
modes does not depend on the position of the rotation center,
as we show in Fig. 6(b).
In phase II, the surface gap closes when m = 0. Then, the
corner modes delocalize along the edge and their energy in
any finite system increases accordingly. When tuning the parameters of the Hamiltonian to cross m = 0, the localization
length of the corner modes first increases when approaching
m = 0 and then decreases again with increasing surface gap
size. Thus, the presence of corner modes solely depends on
bulk properties. Corner modes may at most delocalize for
fine-tuned points in parameter space, but they cannot be removed by attempting a surface-only topological phase transition via a surface gap closing.
Using the above phases, more phases can be constructed by
stacking different copies of this model. For example, stacking
phases I and II results in hybridization of the corner modes,
such that Υ(4)
= 0 and Υ(4)
(a1 +a2 )/2 = 1, i.e., only systems with
0
the physical rotation center at the corners of the unit cell support corner modes. Stacking the four primitive models introduced in Ref. 14 enables us to construct models that realize
all possible combinations of the bulk invariants.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we formulated a second-order bulk-boundary
correspondence for Cn -symmetric 2D crystalline superconductors: We related the bulk topological invariants of Ref. 14
to a topological index Υ(n)
c accounting for the presence of Majorana corner states in systems with Cn -symmetry-respecting
boundaries. The exact form of the corner index depends on
the interplay of the weak invariants and the location of the
physical rotation center with respect to the unit cell. In particular, certain systems only support corner modes when the
rotation center is in the center of a unit cell, while other systems require it to be at the unit cell boundary. (These statements have no unit-cell-choice ambiguity: For a well-defined
bulk-boundary correspondence we must use unit-cell choices
described in Sec. II and Appendix A.) Our approach to identify the corner index is based on stacked Dirac Hamiltonians.
It is thus extendable to other crystal symmetries, as long as
they can be represented for a minimal model of stacked Dirac
Hamiltonians.
The index we find is consistent with previous classification schemes in rotationally symmetric superconductors. For
example, Teo and Hughes found an invariant for Majorana
modes trapped at lattice defects that strongly resembles the
indices given in Eqs. (52) and (53) [13, 14]. When predicting
trapped Majorana modes, the Burgers vector of a lattice defect only matters when the weak invariant is nonzero, similar
to the fact that Υ(n)
and Υ(n)
may only be different if the weak
c=0
c,0
invariant is nonzero.
Invoking a counting argument, Ref. 13 noted that the invariants constructed for lattice defects can also be used to predict
corner modes in finite systems. Our work elucidates why this
is so from an entirely different viewpoint: We established how
bulk invariants relate to the transformation properties of adjacent edge Hamiltonians, the latter having become the unifying
perspective for constructing various examples of higher-order
topological phases [27, 28, 46].
We illustrated our results using lattice models. In particular, we showed that the physical rotation center in finite systems may indeed give rise to different corner mode configurations. Furthermore, we explicitly demonstrated that the bulkboundary correspondence is robust against gap closings at the
boundary, i.e., that the presence of corner modes is purely
determined by bulk quantities that relate different edges to
another. In all lattice model examples, we identified corner
modes using the scaling of the energies: For finite 2D square
samples of size L × L, the energy of the second-order bound
states decays exponentially with L.
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Appendix A: Restrictions on Choice of Unit Cell

The bulk classification of Ref. 14 of rotationally symmetric superconductors employed in the main text relies
on having momentum-independent matrices rn that rotate
the momentum-space tight-binding Hamiltonian, cf. Eq. (2).
Generally, the form of the tight-binding Hamiltonian depends
on the choice of the basis functions. In particular, using orbitals ϕR,α (r − R − dα ) for each orbital α at the position R + dα
with the Bravais lattice vector R and atomic position dα enables us to construct basis functions [66, 67]
1 X −ik·(R+dα )
φ̄k,α (r) = √
e
ϕR,α (r − R − dα )
(A1)
N R
where the sum goes over all N unit cells at positions R. The
resulting tight-binding Hamiltonian
Z
H̄αβ (k) =
d2 r φ̄∗k,α (r)Ĥ φ̄k,β (r)
(A2)
with the operator Ĥ acting on the basis functions is not periodic under a shift of a reciprocal lattice vector G, but rather
transforms [67, 68]
H̄(k + G) = V† (G)H̄(k)V(G).

(A3)

The unitary matrix V(G) takes into account the momentumdependence of the different atomic sites at dα within each
unit cell. The matrix is diagonal with elements Vαβ (G) =
e−idα ·G δαβ .
The benefit of this basis choice is that matrix representations of symmorphic symmetries, such as rotation, are always
momentum-independent. For example, a rotation R̂ that rotates to Rn (R + dα ) = R0 + dβ changes the creation operators
of the orbital at R + dα [17]
R̂c̄†α (R + dα )R̂−1 = c̄†β (R0 + dβ )Rβα

(A4)

where the unitary matrix Rαβ accounts for rotation of atomic
orbitals, as already used in the main text. This implies for
the momentum-space representation of the annihilation operator [67]
X
(A5)
R̂c̄†α (k)R̂−1 =R̂
c̄†α (R + dα )eik·(R+dα ) R̂−1
XR
=
c̄†β (R0 + dβ )Rβα eik·(R+dα ) .

(A6)

R

The latter scaling observation may be particularly helpful for future studies considering hybrid higher-order topology [32], expected to arise in our systems when we allow for
nonzero Chern number. In such cases, the quantized energy
levels of the delocalized chiral edge modes are expected to
show a 1/L decay with increasing L, in sharp contrast with the
exponential decay of the second-order bound state energies.

Using R+dα = RTn (R0 +dβ ) and changing the summation from
R → R0 gives
X
0
R̂c̄†α (k)R̂−1 =
c̄†β (R0 + dβ )ei(Rn k)·(R +dβ ) Rβα
(A7)
R0
†
=c̄β (Rn k)Rβα .

(A8)
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P
The Hamiltonian Ĥ = k c̄†α (k)H̄αβ (k)c̄β (k) is invariant under
the rotation R̂, giving [17]
X
R̂Ĥ R̂−1 =
c̄†α (Rn k)Rαα0 H̄α0 β0 (k)Rββ0 c̄β (Rn k)
=

k
X

c̄†α (Rn k)H̄αβ (Rn k)c̄β (Rn k) = Ĥ

(A9)

k

which implies R H̄(k)R† = H̄(Rn k) for the tight-binding
Hamiltonian. For superconducting BdG Hamiltonians, the
structure of the Nambu spinors needs to be taken into account,
which promotes the operator R to
!
R
rn =
,
(A10)
R∗
cf. Eq. (2). These operators are always independent of momentum; cf. Ref. 67 for a more general discussion that includes both symmorphic and nonsymmorphic symmetries.
In the main text, we implicitly use a different set of basis
functions that gives the tight-binding Hamiltonian
H(k) = V(k)H̄(k)V† (k).

(A11)

This different basis choice has the advantage that the tightbinding Hamiltonian is invariant upon a shift by a reciprocal
lattice vector, especially that H is identical at certain HSPs
Π(n) and their rotated counterparts Rn Π(n) , e.g., at M and R4 M
in C4 -symmetric lattices. However, as pointed out in the main
text, the operator rn is generally momentum-dependent, in
particular,
H(Rk) = V(Rn k)rn V† (k)H(k)V(k)rn† V† (Rn k)
=

rn0 (k)H(k)rn0 † (k)

(A12)
(A13)

with rn0 (k) = V(Rn k)rn V† (k). We restore Eq. (2) when
rn V† (k) = V† (Rn k)rn . This relation is only true when each
atomic position dα is rotated to a (not necessarily different)
position dβ within the same unit cell. We realize this by computing the action of rn on V† (k) explicitly. The matrix rn
shifts all atomic sites dα → Rn dα and transforms the internal
degrees of freedom on each dα (for example, p x orbitals are
transformed into py orbitals under a C4 rotation). The matrix
elements of rn can thus be written
rnαβ = r̃αβ δdα ,Rn dβ ,

(A14)

where r̃ transforms the internal degrees of freedom and the
Kronecker delta ensures that all sites dβ are changed to Rn dβ .
Then,
T

rn V† (k) αβ = r̃αα0 δdα ,Rn dα0 eik·dα0 δα0 β = eik·Rn dα r̃αβ δdα ,Rn dβ
= ei(Rn k)·dα δαα0 r̃α0 β δdα0 ,Rn dβ = V† (Rn k)rn αβ ,
(A15)
i.e., the operator rn acting on the tight-binding Hamiltonian
H(k) is momentum-independent. This derivation relies on a
rotationally invariant unit cell, since each unit cell must contain both atomic positions dα and Rdα .

FIG. 8. Different C4 -symmetric lattices. (a) Each unit cell respects
C4 symmetry individually and is compatible with a finite lattice. (b)
Each unit cell respects C4 symmetry, but contains fractional atomic
sites and is therefore incompatible with a finite lattice. (c) For the
same lattice as in (b), we can define a different unit cell that is compatible with a finite system, but does not respect C4 symmetry.

Not every rotationally invariant lattice allows us to define
unit cells that respect rotational invariance individually, as we
demonstrate using Fig. 8. The lattice shown in Fig. 8(a) is C4 symmetric lattice with four atomic sites in each unit cell. Two
different choices of unit cells respect rotational invariance individually and are compatible with a finite system. Similarly,
the lattice shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c) is C4 -symmetric, however, any finite system that respect C4 symmetry is incompatible with a C4 -symmetric unit cell. While the unit cell in
Fig. 8(b) is rotationally invariant, it contains fractional atomic
sites. Any lattice boundary must therefore contain additional
partial unit cells. The unit cell choice in Fig. 8(c) is compatible with a finite system, but the unit cell itself is not C4 symmetric, such that dα and Rdα are not contained in each
unit cell. This gives some additional momentum-dependent
contribution to rn0 (k) = V(Rk)rn V† (k), which in turn spoils
the bulk classification used in the main text that relies on
[rn , H(Π(n) )] = 0 [14]. The momentum-dependent contribution is generally model-dependent, such that a classification is
beyond the scope of this work.

Appendix B: Derivation of Edge Theory

In this Appendix, we show explicitly how each pair of
bands in the stack of Dirac Hamiltonians give rise to chiral
edge modes, in a description that allows for smooth (on the
scale of the lattice spacing) variations of the boundary. We
follow a similar prescription to Refs. 27 and 46, in which we
project onto the low-energy subspace of states localized to the
edge of the material. This gives rise to explicit forms of the rotation operator and PH operator on the edge—although overall signs are generally basis-dependent, certain signatures that
determine the presence of corner modes are independent of
the choice of basis; cf. Appendix B 2.
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1.

Effective Boundary Hamiltonian

For each Dirac model in the stack, allow the mass term to
vary spatially mα → mα (r) and decompose momentum into
components parallel and perpendicular to the boundary. For
the unit vector n̂r = (cos ϕ, sin ϕ) normal to the edge (which
varies as a function of position r along the boundary), decompose k = kk n̂k + k⊥ n̂r and take n̂k = (− sin ϕ, cos ϕ) to
follow the edge in a counterclockwise direction such that kk
may be positive or negative. (We also define kk = kk n̂k for
convenience.) Let λ be a coordinate along the edge normal,
where λ = 0 denotes the position of the boundary where
mα (λ = 0) = 0 changes sign. When a transition is realized through many simultaneous gap closings, all gap closings
mα (r) = 0 happen at the same boundary. In this notation, each
Hamiltonian in the stack reads
H α (k) = mα (λ)σ3 + vα kk · σ − ivα n̂r · σ∂λ

Rλ
0

dλ0 mα (λ0 )/vα

ψα (kk ).

(B2)

Substituting this ansatz into the Hamiltonian, we obtain

2mα (λ)σ3 P+ + vα kk · σ ψα (kk ) = Ekk ψα (kk ),
(B3)
with the projector P± = 12 (1 ± iσ3 n̂r · σ) = 21 (1 ∓ n̂k · σ). The
wave function ψα (kk ) is only a λ-independent solution when
P+ ψα (kk ) = 0. As P+ ψα (kk ) = 0 implies P− ψα (kk ) = ψα (kk ),
the solution satisfies
vα kk · σψα (kk ) = vα kk ψα (kk ).

(B4)

Had the bulk mass changed in the opposite way as
sgn(mα (λ)) = − sgn(λ), the ansatz would have a different sign
in the exponent, and the solutions P− ψα (kk ) = 0 would propagate in the opposite direction.
Here we switch to a more convenient basis, generated by
Vr→ such that
1
(1 − σ3 ),
2
= vα kk σ3 .

†
Vr→
P+ Vr→ =
†
Vr→
(vα kk · σ)Vr→

T †
α
hα→
r,k ≡ p+ Vr→ H (k)Vr→ p+

= vα kk .

(B6a)
(B6b)

Performing similar steps for left-moving ansätze, differing
in the choice of basis Vr← and projected component p− =
(0, 1)T —though one still has Vr← ∝ exp(i π4 n̂r · σ)—we obtain
a similar edge Hamiltonian dispersing with opposite velocity
T †
β
hβ←
r,k ≡ p− Vr← H (k)Vr← p−

= −vβ kk .

(B7a)
(B7b)

(B1)

with vα > 0 as also used in the main text. In principle, since
the normal vectors n̂r and n̂k depend on the position r along
the boundary, the momentum operator kk does not commute
with them. As we only want to consider slowly varying normal vectors, we can neglect this nonzero commutator. Similarly, this approach does not cover sharp changes of the normal vectors [69], which appear directly at the corners of a
sample. This does not limit our analysis, as the description
away from these sharp changes remains valid and allows to
observe differences between smooth edges.
When a mass term changes sign as sgn(mα (λ)) = sgn(λ)
along the transition, chiral modes localized to the edge may
be found using the ansatz
Ψα (kk , λ) = e−

symmetry. This allows the 1 × 1 edge Hamiltonian to be easily
procured by applying a projector p+ = (1, 0)T to pick out the
correct subspace. Explicitly performing these steps, we end
up with a low-energy edge Hamiltonian for right-movers

(B5a)
(B5b)

This can be achieved by choosing Vr→ ∝ exp(i π4 n̂r · σ), where
we shall fix this constant of proportionality below using PH

2.

Surface Projections of Rotation Representations

The advantage of the transformation that projects on boundary modes [Eqs. (B6) and (B7)] is that it allows to track the
transformation of edge modes, as we show in this section. We
first discuss how to fix a basis requiring PH symmetry before
computing the edge projections of rotation and PH symmetry.
a.

Choice of Basis

The transformation Vr→ that rotates the projector P+ into
†
P+ Vr→ = 12 (1 − σ3 ) is only defined up to a phase,
Vr→
Vr→ ∝ exp(i π4 n̂r · σ). Here, we fix this phase by requiring
that the eigenstates ψα (k) = Vr→ p+ respect PH symmetry, i.e.,
Ξψα (−kk ) = ψα (kk ) with Ξ = σ1 K. Further using p+ = (1, 0)T
gives
π

Vr→ = e−i(π/4+ϕ/2) exp i n̂r · σ .
(B8)
4
Note that this is the same as requiring
rn? Vr→ p+ = VRn r→ p+ ,

(B9)

where rn? = e−iσ3 π/n is the positively signed rotation representation. For left-moving modes, the basis rotation operator is
chosen as
π

Vr← = e−i(π/4−ϕ/2) exp i n̂r · σ
(B10)
4
for the same reasons.
b.

Surface Rotation Representations from Bulk

Using the notation introduced above, we show how to derive the edge rotation representation from the bulk representation along the lines of Ref. 46. For some gap closings, e.g., at Γ and M in C4 -invariant systems, each Dirac
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Hamiltonian from the stack respects rotational invariance via
rnα H α (k)rnα† = H α (Rn k); cf. Eq. (23). The edge Hamiltonian
for right-moving states, Eq. (B6), thus transforms as
T †
α
hα→
r,k =p+ Vr→ H (k)Vr→ p+

(B11)

† α†
α
=pT+ Vr→
rn,c VRn r→ VR†n r→ H α (Rn k)VRn r→ VR†n r→ rn,c
Vr→ p+ ,

where we inserted 1 = VRn r→ VR†n r→ . Using that pT+ p+ = 1 and
† α†
[p+ pT+ , Vr→
rn,c VRn r→ ] = 0, we obtain
†
T
T † α†
α
hα→
r,k =p+ p+ p+ Vr→ rn,c VRn r→ VRn r→ H (Rn k)
α
× VRn r→ VR†n r→ rn,c
Vr→ p+ pT+ p+
† α†
T †
α
=(pT+ Vr→
rn,c VRn r→ p+ ) hα→
Rn r,Rn k (p+ VRn r→ rn,c Vr→ p+ )
α
α→
≡uα†
n,c hRn r,Rn k un,c .

(B12)

The equivalent result for left-movers is the same with (+, →)
α
replaced by (−, ←). Using Eq. (B9), we see that rn,c
=
−iσ3 π/n
ηα e
implies
α
uαn,c = pT+ VR†n r→ rn,c
Vr→ p+ = ηα .

(B13)

Thus each uαn,c is simply a sign. Since the sign itself is basisdependent, only differences in sign can be of physical importance, as we discussed in the main text.
c.

Other High Symmetry Points

When a Dirac Hamiltonian at a HSP does not transform into
itself, but to another HSP under rotation, the rotation representation must account for this. For example, in a C4 -symmetric
system, the Dirac Hamiltonian at X transforms to X0 and vice
versa. As discussed in the main text, these Dirac Hamiltonians
must be combined into a 4 × 4 Hamiltonian
H ⊕ (k) ≡ HXα (k) ⊕ HXα+1
0 (k).

(B14)

Denoting the space of the two stacked Dirac Hamiltonians by
τµ , two choices of rotation representation are consistent with
PH symmetry,



e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2
⊕
r4,c = 
(B15)

e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1 ,
where we neglect an inconsequential possibility for an overall
sign. The projection onto an edge is a straightforward generalization of the approach we discussed above. Both projector
p± and basis rotation Vrsα (with sα ∈ {←, →}) must be stacked.
While the projector is stacked via
!
!
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
T
T
p+ =
,
p− =
,
(B16)
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
where the inner degree of freedom corresponds to the σµ space
and the outer degree of freedom to the τν space, two choices
to stack Vrsα are consistent with PH symmetry, Vrsα ⊕ (sv Vrsα )
⊕sα
with the sign sv = ±1. The projection hr,k
of the Hamiltonian

onto the edge at r is thus a 2 × 2 matrix. As the mass terms at
α
X and X0 must have the same sign, the two modes of h⊕s
r,k are
⊕→
⊕←
always copropagating, hr,k = vα kk τ0 and hr,k = −vα kk τ0 .
Following the derivation in Sec. B 2 b, the resulting representation of the rotation on the edge is

⊕


= e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ iτ2
 sv iτ2 for r4,c
α
(B17)
u4,c = 
⊕

 sv τ 1
for r4,c
= e−iσ3 π/4 ⊗ τ1 .
Since the overall sign sv does not change det uα4,c = ±1, it can
be safely neglected as we do in the main text.
3.

Edge Projection of Particle-Hole Operator

Since the phase of the chiral edge modes ψα (kk ) is chosen
such these states respect bulk PH symmetry, the edge projection of PH symmetry simply becomes complex conjugation.
We realize this by writing the edge Hamiltonian in secondquantized notation for a position r on the boundary
X
(B18)
ĥr =
γ̂α† (kk ) hαβ
r,kk γ̂β (kk )
kk ,αβ

with operators γ̂α (kk ) = ψ∗α (kk ) · ξ̂α (kk ) and the Nambu spinor
ξ̂α (k) = (ĉα (k), ĉ†α (−k)). As the wave function respects PH
symmetry, ψ∗α (kk ) = σ x ψα (−kk ), we realize that the annihilation operator γ̂α (kk ) equals the corresponding creation operator at its negative momentum,
γ̂α (kk ) = ψα (−kk ) · (σ x ξ̂α (kk )) = ψα (−kk ) · ξ̂α† (−kk )
=

γ̂α† (−kk ),

(B19)
(B20)

where we used that σ x ξ̂α (k) = ξ̂α† (−k). This implies that the
γ̂α (kk ) are in fact (Fourier-transformed) Majorana fields. Further using Tr[hr,kk =0 ] = 0, the second-quantized Hamiltonian
reads
X
(B21)
ĥr = −
γ̂α† (kk )hβα
r,−k γ̂β (kk ).
kk ,αβ

αβ
This implies that hβα
r,−kk = −hr,kk , or using the Hermiticity of
hr,kk , that

hr,kk = −Khr,−kk K,

(B22)

i.e., PH symmetry simply reduces to complex conjugation
when projected to an edge.
Appendix C: Other Rotational Symmetries

We now outline how our construction introduced in the
main text is applied to different rotational symmetries, namely
for C2 - and C6 -symmetric systems. The C2 -symmetric BZ
contains only twofold fixed points, and so is contained within
the C4 construction, but the C6 BZ contains threefold and sixfold fixed points that are not contained in the C4 case and require some further discussion.
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2.

Sixfold Symmetry

The BZ of a C6 -symmetric system has three different sets
of high-symmetry points: One sixfold fixed point at Γ, two
threefold fixed points at K and K0 , and three twofold fixed
points at M, M0 and M00 ; cf. Fig. 9(b). Within a C6 -symmetric
lattice, there is only one center of sixfold rotation at c = 0 so it
need not be specified. The bulk is characterized by the Chern
number and the two rotational invariants [14]
FIG. 9. (a) Brillouin zone for C2 -symmetric models. All HSPs are
twofold fixed points, i.e., they map to themselves under a C2 rotation.
(b) Brillouin zone for C6 -symmetric models. Only Γ is a sixfold fixed
point, whereas the threefold fixed point K and K0 map to each other
under a sixfold rotation. The twofold fixed points M, M0 , and M00
form an orbit M → M0 → M00 under sixfold rotation.
1.

Twofold Symmetry

The C2 case is simpler in some respects than the C4 case
because all the HSPs are twofold fixed points and so we keep
this discussion brief. The ∆Ch = 0 condition is now:
0 = ∆Ch = ∆#X1+ − ∆#X1− + ∆#Y1+ − ∆#Y1−
(C1)
+ ∆#M1+ − ∆#M1− + ∆#Γ+1 − ∆#Γ−1 ,
where we again split contributions according to ηα , the sign
of the twofold rotation operators r2α . This can be rewritten in
terms of the C2 rotation invariants (now [X] = #X1 − #Γ1 ,
[Y] = #Y1 − #Γ1 and [M] = #M1 − #Γ1 ):
0 = − ∆[X] + ∆[Y] + ∆[M] − 4∆#Γ1
+ 2(∆#X1− + ∆#Y1− + ∆#M1− + ∆#Γ−1 ),

(C2)

which reproduces the Ch mod 2 relation of Ref. 14 Counting
the parity of negative representations, we have
Υ(2)
= ∆#X1− + ∆#Y1− + ∆#M1− + ∆#Γ−1
0

mod 2,

(C3)

which we may combine with Eq. (C2) to write
1
(∆[X] + ∆[Y] + ∆[M]) mod 2
(C4)
2
when the physical rotation center is at the center of the unit
cell (c = 0). In C2 -symmetric systems, there are more choices
for c than with C4 symmetry: both c = a1 /2 and c = a2 /2
in addition to c = (a1 + a2 )/2. The C2 case also has two
independent weak invariants ν1 = [X] + [M] mod 2 and ν2 =
[Y] + [M] mod 2, combined into the weak invariant vector
∆Gν = ∆ν1 b1 + ∆ν2 b2 . Again, the indices for systems with
different rotation centers are found to be related through
Υ(2)
=
0

Υ(2)
c

=

Υ(2)
0

1
+ ∆Gν · c
2π

mod 2.

(C5)

To arrive at Eq. (C5), we used Eq. (20) with RT2 = −1 which
shows that now the sign of the representation can change at
X, Y, and M depending on Gν and c. For example, when
considering c = a1 /2, one starts by counting
Υ(2)
a1 /2

=

∆#X1+

+

∆#Y1−

consistent with the above.

+

∆#M1+

+

∆Γ−1

mod 2,

(C6)

[M] = #M1 − (#Γ1 + #Γ3 + #Γ5 )
[K] = #K1 − (#Γ1 + #Γ4 ).

(C7)
(C8)

Any gap closing away from Γ can be implemented analogously to the previously established description of stacked
Dirac models at X/X0 ; cf. Sec. III B 2. Gap closings at K/K0
require a stack of two Dirac Hamiltonians, and gap closings
at M/M0 /M00 require a stack of three Dirac Hamiltonians.
We must proceed slightly differently with gap closings at
Γ, however. While a simple Dirac Hamiltonian [Eq. (22)]
is sufficient to describe gap closings that change #Γ1 or #Γ3
(and accordingly #Γ6 or #Γ4 ), a 2 × 2 Hamiltonian describing
changes to #Γ2 (and hence #Γ5 ) with rotation representation
r6α = ±iσ3 requires cubic momentum terms [57]:
HΓα (k) = (vα k)3 (cos(3θ)σ1 + sin(3θ)σ2 ) + mα σ3 .

(C9)

Deriving an edge theory in the same way as in Sec. B 1 is
impeded by the presence of these non-linear terms, although
we can conclude from the Chern number that a transition
mα → −mα would harbor three gapless modes.
Our strategy will instead be to add trivial bands such that
the transition for the whole system has ∆#Γ5 = 0, which can
be modeled with only linear Dirac Hamiltonians. Specifically,
a trivial band with sixfold eigenvalue Γ5 = −i has threefold
eigenvalue (Γ5 )2 = (Γ∗5 )2 = −1 = K2 and twofold eigenvalue
(Γ5 )3 = i = M1 . Thus, there exists a trivial superconductor
that, when transitioning to its PH-conjugate, changes ∆#Γ5 =
1 and ∆#M1 = 1 [and ∆#K2 = 0 in accordance with Eq. (31)].
Adding multiples of this trivial superconductor allows us to
trade a description involving Eq. (C9) at Γ for one with three
Dirac models at M/M0 /M00 .
By associating the masses and rotation representations of
Dirac Hamiltonians with occupied rotation eigenvalues as in
the main text, we find
0 = ∆Ch = − ∆#Γ1 + ∆#Γ3 + 3∆#Γ+5 − 3∆#Γ−5
− 2∆#K1 + 3∆#M1− − 3∆#M1+ ,

(C10)

consistent with the Ch mod 6 relation for the invariants in
Ref 14. The need to split contributions according to ηα again
originates from iσ3 being a traceless representation (see Sections III B 2 and III C).
Counting negative representations and considering ∆#Γ5 =
0, the index is
Υ(6)
= ∆#K1 + ∆#Γ3 + ∆#M1−
0

mod 2,

(C11)

where |∆#K1 | is counted because r6⊕ = e−iσ3 π/6 ⊗ τ1 is the only
rotation representation for Dirac Hamiltonians at K/K0 , which
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becomes u⊕6 = τ1 on the edge. Gap closings at M/M0 /M00
permit rotation representations
r6⊕

−iσ3 π/6

= ±e



0 0 1

⊗ 1 0 0 ,
0 1 0

(C12)

which have det u⊕6 = ±1 and hence |∆#M1− | is also counted.
Upon substitution of Eq. (C10) for ∆#K1 , the index is simply
Υ(6)
=
0

1
∆[M]
2

mod 2.

(C13)

We have thus derived the second-order bulk-boundary correspondence for the C6 -symmetric case using our stacked Dirac
framework. This index coincides with the index for Majoranas
bound to disclinations in a C6 -symmetric crystal [14].

3.

Other Rotation Representations for the Superconducting
Order Parameter

When determining the rotation operator of the BdG Hamiltonian from the symmetry of the underlying crystal, one must
also consider the symmetry of the superconducting order parameter. A BCS pairing term ∆ˆ + ∆ˆ † is different to the normalstate part of the Hamiltonian because it need only be invariant
up to a gauge transformation under the act of rotation R̂n , so
iΘn ˆ
that R̂n ∆ˆ R̂−1
n = e ∆ [18]. In the first-quantized picture, the
off-diagonal pairing term ∆(k) = −∆T (−k) transforms under
rotation as [52]

where Θn = 2π`n /n and `n ∈ Zn , arising from the angular momentum of Cooper pairs. The rotation operator for the BdG
Hamiltonian should therefore be
!
R(k)
rn (k) =
(C16)
eiΘn R∗ (−k)
to reproduce the symmetry relation Eq. (13). (The “rotation”
operator rn (k) is now the composition of physical rotation
with a gauge transformation U = eiΘn /2 e−iΘn σ3 /2 [18].) This
implies that the algebraic relation between PH and rotation
operators is [52]
Ξrn (k)Ξ−1 = e−iΘn rn (−k),

(C17)

which is different to the `n = 0 relation that reduced to commutation at HSPs. We now discuss the consequences of `n , 0
for the bulk-boundary correspondence.
One can always define an alternative operator r̃n (k) =
e−iΘn /2 rn (k) that commutes with PH symmetry at HSPs:
Ξr̃n (k)Ξ−1 = r̃n (−k).
(C18)
When `n is even, r̃n (k) is a spinful operator satisfying r̃nn = −1
for which we can use our stacked Dirac model construction to
derive a valid corner mode index in terms of the eigenvalues
of r̃n (k). This may be translated to an index in terms of the
eigenvalues of rn (k) by recalling the labeling convention in
Eq (3), which gives an equivalence
(n)
Π(n)
p ⇐⇒ Π̃ p−`n /2

(C19)

was derived in Sec. II A. The symmetry of the pairing is therefore defined by a one-dimensional rotation representation eiΘn

between the eigenvalues of a state under both operators. Thus
the case of even `n is qualitatively identical to the `n = 0 case.
When `n is odd, however, it has been argued by Geier et
al. [49] that the boundary classification does not permit a
second-order (nor weak) phase. This qualitative difference
arises because r̃n (k) now behaves like a spinless operator satisfying r̃nn = +1. The real eigenvalues of r̃n (k) are mapped
onto themselves under PH symmetry, rather forming complex
conjugate pairs (as in Figure 2), leading to a different bulk
classification.
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